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INTRODUCTION 

 
The 'Supporting Knowledge - Opportunities available to the Entrepreneur' training manual 

aims to offer a comprehensive knowledge to youths/ adults on the whole spectrum of 

opportunities that are available to the young Entrepreneur today. This training manual can 

also be used by trainers, teachers and young adult learners for the delivery of a training 

course, since it contains instructions for trainer. This training manual was developed by taking 

into considerations the results/conclusions of the research and it is based on testing activities 

in real settings, in schools. Colleges and other settings,  integrating young people with SEN. 

 

The manual aims to adapt standard entrepreneurship education to SEN learners, promote 
inclusive context for teaching entrepreneurship, ensure that every SEN learner have equal 
accessibility to entrepreneurship education, combine various didactic methods to teach 
entrepreneurship to SEN learners, to help professionals master entrepreneurship education 
and special needs education.  A training manual addresses the following challenges, which 
were listed by the many of experts: coping with the lack of motivation, psychological 
difficulties and social skills; ensuring the provision of complex and adequate support; 
promoting the (self) employment of young people with SEN; teaching critical work and life 
skills to SEN learners such as interpersonal skills, planning, money management; coping with 
the lack of support from the community; promoting the integration of SEN learners in 
enterprises that truly enhance their abilities; having suitable resources from local/national 
authorities for implementing entrepreneurship education.  
 
It contains 5 modules: 

 

Module 1: About me – Proud to be me 
Module 2: About Entrepreneurship (general) 
Module 3: Entrepreneurship opportunities at school 
Module 4: Entrepreneurship opportunities at work/social 
Module 5: Games/exercises related to entrepreneurship opportunities 
 

For each activity this manual will provide the resources, instructions, goals, outcome, 

modifications, additional options and tips how to get learners engaged and motivated 

throughout the sessions. It is not a strict framework, we encourage use descriptions of 

activities flexibly, adapt according needs of the group. 

 

The activities will have these goals: 
 

1. ice-breaking / team building; 

2. building the learner’s confidence and self -esteem;  

3. awareness of own strengths and areas for development, goals and opportunities of 
support; 
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4. awareness about personal barriers and how to cope with it. 

5. awareness about opportunities of entrepreneuship in school/work/social area and 
entrepreneural characteristics. 

6. exercising leadership and developing interpersonal, teamwork, communication skills; 

7. improving problem solving, creative and critical thinking; 

8. developing planning, financial literacy and money management skills. 
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MODULE 1: About me – Proud to be me 

 

Know myself / develop myself 

 
AIM: Many Young people and adults with SpLd have had difficulties with 
school, and learning. They may have had late diagnosis and sometimes little 
support, or they may have tried to hide their difficulties.  

The aim of this section is to build the Learner’s confidence and self -esteem. To 
celebrate who they are, identify their strengths and give support in their 
development. 

Setting the scene 

It is worth considering layout of the learning space – breaking away from rows 
of seats – to clusters of group tables, and allowing for space to carry out 
exercises. It may be that the first course exercise is for learners to decide on their 
own layout, given delivery requirements – which would mean no chairs or tables 
put out at the start, so maybe they must sit on the floor, until a decision on layout 
is made. 

Exercise 1.1. Icebreaker – “I have done this” 

This exercise is recommended because it gives opportunities for either 

writing OR drawing. It encourages communication, and interaction, 

with purpose. 
Goal: group formation, strengthening connection between group members, 
improving self-esteem by recognising your strengths.  
“I have done this” – each person writes or draws on a card something they have 
done which they are proud of. They then walk around the room, trying to find 
‘pairs’ or people with similar achievements. i.e. ‘I did a sponsored walk’ / ‘I did 
a sponsored climb’ the pair can be the sponsorship, or the exercise element.  
Any pairs will work together for the next exercise. 
Time assigned: 10 minutes. 
Resources: sticky notes, pens. 
Outcome: connection between group members, communication, self-
presentation skills. 
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Exercise 1.2. Identify own strengths and areas for 

development 

This is a very visual and interactive exercise. It allows students to think 

about themselves and their own strengths / areas for development, 

without feeling exposed.  
Goal: awareness of own strengths and areas for development, goals and 
opportunities of support 

- Firstly, each learner should write individually on different sticky notes 

about 4 areas (different colours are chosen for different areas): 

o Things I am good at (Strengths) 

o Things I want to do better (Development areas) 

o Things I want to do in my life (Goals)  

o What help will I need (Support) 

 
- 4 sheets for different areas are displayed on a wall or on the ground in 

order to put sticky notes with responses of each participant to identify 

similarities and differences between young people. 

- Later, divide participants into 4 groups according to different areas: 

strengths, development areas, goals, support. They need to review 

answers, discuss similarities and differences within the group to identify 
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most common strengths, areas for development, goals and opportunities 

of support and later share their insights to all group.  

Time assigned: 20 – 30 minutes. 
Resources: sticky notes, pens, flipchart paper. 
Outcome: self-awareness, communication, self-disclosure, public speaking, 
teamwork skills. 
 
Modification: in order to make easier for learners who have difficulties you can 
prepare cards with different personality traits (*look a list of strengths and 
weaknesses at resources) such as “responsible”, etc. 
 

Exercise 1.3. Setting and achieving personal goals 

This exercise, as presented, does require writing, although it could be 

easily adapted to picture form. It encourages students to think and talk 

about their hopes and dreams 
Goal: awareness about personal goals and possible steps how to achieve it. 

- Following the mind map, take a separate sheet – showing Goals, Barriers, 

Actions (*please check resources). 

- For this section, encourage learners to ‘aim high’ -so if there were 

absolutely no restrictions, what would they want to do in their lives, and 

how can they get there. 

- At first participants are recommended to write individually their thoughts 

on worksheets, after that they can work in pairs by two roles – speaker 

and listener: one person is disclosing (she or he can choose what he or 

she wants from their reflection on worksheets)  and reflecting his/her 

goals, barriers and actions and other is listening on limited time, after that 

listener tells a feedback about what she/he has heard, his/her opinion, 

advice, then they exchange roles and do the same. Later a group 

discussion could be organised about importance of communication, 

getting feedback from each another.  

- Time assigned: 30 minutes. 

- Resources: worksheets (see recourses), pens. 

Outcome: self-awareness, communication, self-development, self- reflection 
skills. 
 
Modification: learners can draw instead of writing about their goals. 
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Exercise 1.4. Breaking down my barriers 

This exercise has been selected for its adaptability, from either written 

word to images. Encourages group interaction and communication 
Goal: awareness about personal barriers and how to cope with it. 

- Now, on the same sheet, recognise the environmental and personal 

difficulties which may get in the way. Assist learners in identifying what is 

and what is not ‘within their control’. Work on actions within their area of 

control, and agree to recognise but for now, leave the things which are 

not in their control. 

- You can organise this activity by individually and group coaching. At first 

participants are recommended to write individually their thoughts on 

worksheets, after that they can assigned to mark with one colour what is 

their control, other colour – what is not.  

- Then a group discussion could be organized in order to sum up what is in 

their control, what is not, motivate them work on actions within their area 

of control and leave the things which are not in their control. 

- Then they can work in pairs or in small groups: one speaker and other(s) 

listener(s) – advisor (s).  One person is disclosing (she or he can choose 

what he or she wants from their reflection on worksheets)  and reflecting 

about his/her areas of control and possible actions and other(s) is/are 

listening on limited time, after that listener tells a feedback about what 

she/he has heard, his/her opinion, advice, later they can exchange roles 

and do the same. Later a group discussion could be organized about 

importance of communication, getting feedback from each another.  

Time assigned: 30 minutes. 
Resources: worksheets (see recourses), pens. 
Outcome: self-awareness, communication, active listening, self-development, 
self-reflection skills. 
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Module 2: About Entrepreneurship 

Exercise 2.1. Types of entrepreneur 

This activity uses pre-printed cards (*see resources), so it is very visual 

and clear. Students move about during the session which encourages 

short periods of concentration, one word reading, and executive 

function in ‘pairing’ the cards to the correct area.  
Goal: awareness about opportunities and different types of entrepreneurship. 

- Exercise – Using a rope or hoops, make 5 circles or 5 big papers on the 

floor. Inside each use a paper or drawing to show the following – 1 in each: 

o Innovators 

o ECO Entrepreneurs 

o Social Entrepreneurs 

o Digital ICT entrepreneurs 

o Human Rights Entrepreneurs 

 
- Use pre- written cards showing actions – i.e. make inventions, create 

housing projects, arrange recycling, etc. Ask each learner to take at least 

one card. The learners should place the cards in the circles, to show what 

the different types of entrepreneurs actually DO.  
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- Later, divide participants into 5 groups and let them discuss and make 

conclusions about each type of entrepreneurship. 

 

- Each learner should then select a circle/paper to stand in or by, showing 

which ‘type’ of entrepreneur they would like to be, or which they think 

they would be good at. Learners then talk to the rest of the group about 

why they made this choice.  

Time assigned: 30 minutes. 
Resources: rope or hoops, make 5 circles or 5 big papers (flip chart), types of 
Entrepreneur cards (*see resources). 
Outcome: self-awareness, communication, teamwork, self- reflection, 
presentation skills, broader understanding about opportunities of 
entrepreneurship. 
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Who is the entrepreneur? 
 

Exercise 2.2. About Entrepreneurs characteristics 

This activity is presented from a template, encourages creative 

thinking, communication, group work. There is minimal requirement 

for writing. The exercise has 2 options, for different ‘ability’ groups. 
Goal: awareness about opportunities of entrepreneurship, characteristics 
required to be an entreprener. 
1 option. 

- Using information from the previous exercise, learners should talk in pairs 
about what characteristics and skills are needed to be an entrepreneur, 
and write or draw their answers on separate cards, one for each 
characteristic. They will place the characteristics cards by or in the circles 
on the floor, which show the ‘types’ of entrepreneurs 

- Using information from the previous exercise, ask learners to tick their 
own boxes to see which skills and characteristics they naturally have, and 
those they would want to develop (*see below and resources) 

 

Question – do all 
‘types of 
entrepreneur need 
the same 
characteristics? The 
main idea it is that 
for different types of 
entrepreneurship 
different 
characteristics can 
be beneficial.  

- We suggest to 
show to learners a 
table with different 
entrepreneurial 
characteristics which 
all have benefits in 
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different aspects, areas, types of enterprise. So very different 
characteristics of each person can be beneficial and entrepreneurial. 

The Diagram below shows the assets of Entrepreneurs - 
Which are our assets? 

 
Use the table above to think about your own assets right now, and areas you 
may want to develop 

- Group discussion about what characteristics entrepreneurs need to 
have. 

- At this point learners may be referred to some famous Entrepreneurs 
who had SpLd. – i.e.: 

o Bill Gates – Microsoft Corporation - Asperger’s 

o Richard Branson – Virgin Group – Dyslexia.  

o David Neeleman, JetBlue Airways – ADHD 

o Bram Cohen, BitTorrent Inc - Asperger’s.  

o Daymond John, FUBU / Shark Tank – Dyslexia 

o Mark Zuckerberg – Facebook – possible Asperger’s. 

2 option.  

- Pairs exercise - Use post it notes to ask learners what characteristics a 

successful entrepreneur needs to have, e.g. such as self – sufficient, 

confident as shown on the wheel below. 
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- Ask learners to post these on the wall, compare, and group those 

characteristics which are the same – then complete the blank wheel with 

the characteristics the 

learners have identified. 

Then think of others to 

complete the blank wheel, 

as to share more ideas 

about traits, skills in need, 

also you can add some 

characteristics (see 

resources “A wheel with 

entrepreneurial 

characteristics”). 

- Discuss these 

characteristics, and think 

of situations where these 

may be seen in people in 

the group (in class, local 

community, etc.). 

Time assigned: 15 - 20 minutes. 
Resources: sticky notes, pens, flipchart paper, “the blank wheel” (*see 
resources), “A wheel with entrepreneurial characteristics” (*see resources). 
Outcome: self-awareness, communication, teamwork, self - reflection, 
presentation skills, broader understanding about opportunities of 
entrepreneurship. 

 

Module 3: Entrepreneurship opportunities at 

school 

Involving learners in projects can provide a range of opportunities in school. 
Good businesses come from good ideas – innovative ways to solve a problem in 
the market, whether that’s providing refreshing drinks for thirsty learners and 
trainers. 
Entrepreneurs have to plan, manage and monetize their time. They have to 
develop strategies and build relationships to help them get the best sources for 
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their products and provide the best chance of generating positive word of 
mouth publicity. 
From the exercise on Types of Entrepreneur we know that some entrepreneurs 
are either employed, or social, eco , etc. entrepreneurs. The skills are the 
same, however not always associated with business. There are also 
opportunities within social networks or the workplace to develop for profit or 
non-profit entrepreneurial activities. 
 

Exercise 3.1. Business Simulation 

For Students who have any difficulty in writing, this activity can 

include mind – mapping, to give the opportunity for more visual 

information. It also promotes communication, creative thinking and 

group work. 
Goal: awareness of small business processes, developing planning, financial 
literacy and money management skills.  

- We recommend at first to organize 1 or 2 ice breakers like “Exercise 5.1. - 
Ice breaker- Searching for common interests”, “Exercise 1.1. – Icebreaker 
– “I have done this”, “Exercise 5.2. - Ice breaker -Exchanges”, “Exercise 
1.2. - Identify own strengths and areas for development”, where learners 
would have an opportunity to improve self- awareness and get to know 
each other, recognize similar interests. Then we suggest divide 
participants into groups according their similarities of interests.  

- In each group participants are instructed to create a prototype or 
presentation of a product or service, according their interests (like 
cooking, drawing, etc.) and encouraged to generate ideas why would 
other people, potential consumers would like to invest it? Ask them to 
present TOP 5 benefits of product/service they have chosen (“How your 
service/product can be valuable for other people”?). You can use various 
creative techniques like performing an advertisement of product or 
preparing a product design (from material like old magazines, big paper, 
etc.), mind mapping. 

- Modification: if you are organizing training in VET (vocational education) 
school or your learners do real handicrafts which other people could buy, 
etc., we offer to perform it like a small business. Ask them to present TOP 
5 benefits of product/service they have created (“How your 
service/product can be valuable to other people”?) 
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- Every group has a money box. Every participant has a limited and the 
same amount of money – let’s say 50 euros (5 x 10 euros, you can use 
template “10 euros”). During all the presentations of each group about 
their chosen product or service, all participants have to decide where to 
allocate their financial resources (5 x 10 euros), they can choose one 
“company” or divide their resources to 2, 3 or more “companies”, 
according their preferences, where they would like to invest their money.  

- After competition you can encourage a group discussion, “Why do you 
think this “company” has won?”, “Why did you prefer invest into this 
service/product?”, “What were your needs or preferences as 
costumers?” 

 
Time assigned: 1.5 -2 hours. 
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Resources: template “10 euros” (*see resources), money box, paper, markers, 
pens, old newspapers/ magazines, cardboard, sticky tape, glue, colored paper, 
flipchart and other material for creative workshop. 
Outcome: knowledge about process of enterprise, communication, teamwork, 
presentational skills, broader understanding about opportunities of 
entrepreneurship, developing planning, financial literacy and money 
management skills, critical and creative thinking, project management skills. 
 

Exercise 3.2. Using supporting resources 

Using the template provided, (resources) students easily identify the 

structure of this activity, and it requires minimal writing. 
Goal: awareness of potential support resources and how to use them. 

- Learners should identify where they can get resources they need – they 
should be encouraged to think imaginatively – i.e. who do I know who 
knows about this? – family member, friend, etc. Can they raise funds? – 
how? Can they make products – how? Do they need further study – how 
/ where? And what do they need to get there? 

- My Circle of support – learners are given a ’circle of support’ sheet and 
write their name in the inner circle – in the surrounding circles they show 
who is ‘around them’ – i.e. family, friends, teachers, doctor, priest, etc. 
and show how close to achieving their project these people are.  

Time assigned: about 15-20 minutes. 
Resources: pens, colorful markers, ’circle of support’ sheet (*see resources). 
Outcome: awareness of potential support resources and how to use them. 
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Module 4: Entrepreneurship opportunities at 

work/social  

Exercise 4.1. Community project 

This activity uses Mind Mapping, which is very visual, and provides 

structure to thinking processes. It has been selected because students 

can work either in groups, (recommended) or alone if preferred. There 

is the opportunity to build confidence through presenting their 

information 
Goal: awareness about entrepreneurship opportunities at work/social area, 
understanding how their activity in community could be beneficial for other 
people.  
We offer to use a method of project based learning in groups . Participants in 
small groups reflect, generate ideas about the project in their community using 
mind mapping. They need to reflect about the real project they could be able 
implement in their community which could have benefits for other people. At 
first they need to think about some points, later it present to others. 
We suggest to inform learners about a Non Profit Work as a entrepreneurship 
opportunity at work/social area. Get learners involved in a cause they are 

EVERYONE NEEDS HELP AND 
SUPPORT FROM TIME TO TIME –

The following activity will help you to 
remember who you can reach out to. 

It may be that you need help with a 
project – or it may be that  you need 

help with a personal problem.

You will probably ask different 
people for different kinds of help

Mark in the circles who is closest to 
you and who could help you.

Use blue for personal, and green for 
work / school /  projectsu need help 

with a personal problem

People in the community 

Friends 

Family 
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passionate about. Most non – profits are run on donations. Learners can learn 
fund raising resource allocation by working closely with a non-profit – or even 
starting their own business. 
Use the mid mapping exercise, divide learners into teams, and let each team 
identify an opportunity in their local community. There may be some groups: 
one group generates ideas about inside school, other (s) outside school. 
They should start with the project title in the center, and then map their plans 
of direction using the mind map system. 
 
Branches within the map could consider – for instance: 

• People 

• Money 

• Timing 

• Resources  

• Building 

• Legal 

• Market 

• Risks 

• Place 

• Questions, etc. 

Learners can then present their project as if to a board of possible investors. 
Which will be supported ?  
 
Time assigned: about 1 hour. 
Resources: flip chart, pencils, markers. 
Outcome: leadership, communication, teamwork, self- reflection, 
presentational skills, critical and creative thinking, planning, time, financial and 
project management skills, broader understanding about opportunities of 
entrepreneurship, awareness about entrepreneurship opportunities at 
work/social area, understanding how their activity in community could be 
beneficial for other people. 
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Exercise 4.2. Entrepreneurship opportunities in your 

country 

This activity uses pre-printed cards (*see resources), video, 

discussion, so it is very visual and clear. There is minimal 

requirement for writing. The exercise has 2 options, for adaption 

according needs of group. 
Goal: awareness of possible entrepreneuship opportunities in your country, 
awareness about practical implementation of business idea 
. 
It is important for learners to have access to existing organizations, programs 
and projects in their country that could help young people to adapt successfully 
in the work and business environment, be aware where they can get a support, 
advice,  training,  how implement their own ideas, how to cope with problems, 
challenges, how explore opportunities, start their own individual activities, 
develop their skills, use their strengths in real world settings. 
 
Using information from the previous exercise, learners should talk in pairs about 
what possible entrepreneuship opportunities they can find in their country in 
order to implement their ideas and write or draw their answers, ideas, thoughts 
on a common flipchart.  
1 option. A leading person can present existing organisations, programs and 
projects working with young people by using cards where an each organisation 
is written in each card. Each participant is instructed to pick a one card. The same 
organisations can be repeated in different cards.  In small groups young people 
who picked a card with the same organisation/project are instructed to find 
information about opportunities and discuss about that organisation written in 
a card. 
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Examples of organizations and projects working with young people in Lithuania, 
where a learner can find a support for implementing his/her business idea, wants 
to start his/her career, to try individual activity, implement community project, 
etc. 
 

Erasmus + possibilities  

(Youth exchanges, Training courses) 

Innovation Office 

http://www.inovacijubiuras.lt 

Youth Job Center 

https://www.ldb.lt/jaunimui/Puslapiai/default.aspx 

Enterprising Lithuania 

https://www.verslilietuva.lt/ 

Start to work for Yourself 

http://pradekdirbtisau.lt/ 

Erasmus for Young Entrepreneurs 

 

Program “Futurepreneurs” 

https://futurepreneurs.eu/ 

 

[…] 

Use these cards as example, we recommend to think opportunities in your 
country, organizations working with young people, programs, projects, write 
them instead this on cards. 

 

Organizations and projects working with young people, where a young person 
can find a support, can be presented in all group.  A group discussion could be 
encouraged: 

• Did you hear about that opportunities? 

http://pradekdirbtisau.lt/
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• Which opportunities would you like to try out? How can you use them? 

2 option.  A leading person presents a video or movie illustrating a story about 
a young entrepreneur and leads a discussion about what steps needed to 
become an entrepreneur, what successes and failures could be faced, how to 
cope with crisis, what feelings and thoughts arise while watching a movie. You 
can encourage learners to participate actively by involving them using a flipchart 
and markers, pencils, offer them visualize it.  
 
Example of video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hNhixYhetUU 
 
Time assigned: approx. 1 hour. 
Resources: flip chart, pencils, markers, cards with written organizations/ 
projects, internet, pc or smart mobile phones. 
Outcome: communication, teamwork, self- reflection, presentational skills, 
awareness about entrepreneurship opportunities at work/social area, 
strengthening motivation to take actions, developing initiative.  

 

Module 5: Games/exercises related to 

entrepreneurship opportunities 

 

Exercise 5.1. Ice breaker- Searching for common interests 

Visual, interactive, confidence building activity. 
At first, we ask everybody to draw individually 5 self-describing drawings. After 
that we ask participants in pairs or in small groups to find something in common 
in their drawings in order to show how they can find the common interest with 
other people and start joint activities together. 
 
Time assigned: 10 - 15 minutes. 
Resources: paper, colourful markers or pencils. 
Outcome: ice-breaking, entrepreneurship skills, self- knowledge, creative 
thinking, communication skills. 
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Exercise 5.2. Ice breaker -Exchanges 

Very interactive activity including visual cards, social skills training. 

It is particularly useful when it comes to concentration and 

hyperactivity difficulties 
1 part. Use cards showing questions below– i.e. what did you really like about 
school, etc. Ask each learner to take a one card. The learners should to find pairs. 
During one time two learners present themselves and ask each other a question 
written in card they got and should listen and answer (“Hello, I am… I would like 
ask you…”, then they exchange cards, after a trainer gives a sign or says “Let’s 
change!”, learners’ needs to find another learner and make a pair, two learners 
again ask each other a question written in card they got and should listen an 
answer from another, then they exchange cards again. You can do 3-4 exchanges 
or more depending on time.  
 

1. What did you really like about school? 
2. What kind of hobbies do you have? 
3. What book did you read last? 
4. What person do you like most and why? 
5. What did recently surprise you? 
6. What movie did you watch last? 
7. How does your dream day look like? 
8. If you would become a director of your school/workplace for 1 year 
what would you like to change? 
9. Say three word which could describe you as a person. 
10. If you could choose a place where to live what place would you 
choose? 
11. For what and for whom you are grateful? 
12. Could tell a moment when did you feel that you have succeeded, did 
something great? 
13. If you would win a million of euros, what would you like to do? 
14. If you would have a lot of free time, what pastime activities would 
like to choose to try out? 
 

*Cards you can find in resources 
If in class you have more people, you can use cards with repeated questions. 
Discussion with learners addressing such questions: 

• What was the most important?  
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• What was closest to you or the most personally related to you?  

• What activities would you like to try? 

Time assigned: about 15 minutes. 
Resources: cards with questions (*see resources), free place. 
Outcome: ice-breaking, self-awareness, self-disclosure, communication, skills. 
 

Exercise 5.3. Ice breaker – a quick decision 

This activity is selected for it‘s high movement impact.  
A simple warming-up activity. All learners are standing in class, where it is free 
space. Every learner is instructed to make a quick decision individually between 
two choices and move to left or right. You can either check a knowledge about 
entrepreneuship of participants or either ask about their habits, hobbies, etc. in 
order. to get to know a group and engage them into activities. A leading person 
starts Those who: 

• Knows something about entrepreneuships go to right, those who not – 

go to left. 

• Would like to be an Entrepreneur go to right, those who not – go to left. 

• Prefer to study in a group prefer study alone go to right, those who in 

group – go to left. 

• Like a sport go to right,  those who not – go to left. 

• Like more dancing go to righ, those who like more drawing – go to left, 

etc. 

Time assigned: about 10 minutes. 
Resources: free place to walk. 
Outcome: ice-breaking, decision making skills. 

 

Exercise 5.4. My Dream is…BUT… 

Highly visual, sharing, can be adapted from written word to picture 

form. Participants could also cut pictures from magazines / journals 

to illustrate their problem. 
The activity shows to participants what they always can find a solution, involving 
other people, finding support from other people, promotes ‘new’ look to 
problems. Participants will learn do not be afraid to ask advice from other 
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people. Participants should sit in a circle and write a dream and the reason why 
they cannot to realise it in their lives. Then pass a paper to the right and other 
persons should offer a solution for the problem: who, where and how it could 
be solved. Game ends when a sheet of paper comes to the ‘owner’.  
 
Time assigned: 20 minutes. 
Resources: paper, pens. 
Outcome: this activity could help to show to participants that they always can 
find solutions; involving other people; to find support from other people; to 
discover ‘new’ look to problems. 
 

 
 

Are you interested in continuing?  
Please check for the guides and other manuals at 

http://www.senpower.eu/ 
 

http://www.senpower.eu/

